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Page of Cups 

Are you ready? Luck time…..

 This week….. 

      .…. in dot points

Luck, manufactured by you. 

People opening up to you, doing things for you, making offers 

Troublesome people will keep their distance or disappear 

Keep this energy flowing, make it permanent

Click Here For Video
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Contact Us

Email : andrew@AndrewWarnes.com

Book a Psychic Reading

+61 (0)414 544 543

M
erhaba,

....are you ready? Luck is coming your way.

This guy in the picture, he’s a bit of a dude, and so are you over the next few weeks. It seems every 
little thing, and some big things turn into gold. It's a nice time and should last quite a few weeks.

What's actually happening, is you're opening out or up a little—it's subconscious, and it's catching.

It's as if you've taken some magic remedy (from that cup) and it's given you wings to fly. People will 
open up to you, do things for you, make offers and, of course, you'll wonder what's going on. 

Well, it's about you. You're the one who's changed and you're attracting these people to you. You'll 
find it interesting if you analyse it, because those people in your life who are normally a bit 
troublesome seem to stay away.

It may be temporary or it could stay with you---this new golden you. It's all up to you, if you become 
lax after a week or two, everything will revert to the old paradigm, but if you're open and strive to 
keep helping others, being super confident, with a bit of good grounding, there's no reason this 
can't be the new you.

Of course, if your confidence in this lags and you start to loose the magic, you’ll likely need help.....

So, step out and enjoy....
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